"Now there's a girl who knows her way around — what is the story?"

"That girl has something.

"And plenty of it. I've seen pretty girls and know smartly ones, but Janet will surprise you with what she has."

"The girl who knows her way around — what is the story?"

"The happy set of planning, of taking over always to consider masculine likes and dislikes. She knows that one of the things men admire most in a girl is a slender figure."

"Take the cards of cards, that's the story."

"Nowhere in clothing. You can use Munsingwear, new after you've dressed. For it's Munsingwear to clothing.

".api to skin. It's nothing to the skin, too, so nothing you can use it right after shaving your face.

"That man's mustache. We can't find out, and the man's mustache."

"Mum takes the odor out of perspiration."

"And you'll never have to think of your perspiration odor."

"Another gastronomic indiscretion was that of Ras, London zoo capuchin monkey, which parboiled nest by too well-fed tilts preferred by visitors. That was easily repaired with a renewal of curried oil, which was no punishment for Ras. He likes it.

"Refines the Lines of Youthful Loveliness"

"Feminine hygiene made easy

They contain parabrothelium."

"The secret of Newton's is a unique preparation and a unique result. A unique method for a unique method."

"Millions used every year."

"Successful users manufacturers since 1892."

"Flatter-U-Junior by Kabo."

"Goes what you wish nature would do."

"The choice of thousands of American women with troublesome feet and fashionable minds..."

"Nisley de luxe."

"FlexRay."

"Arch comfort shoes $6."

"Women want comfort — they must have style. Nisley X-Ray perfected lasts provide the ideal combination plus fit."

"Other arch comfort styles at $4.95."

"This kitten plays safe and sticks to milk, if essentially, at Rochester, Kent England. Once given its supper from a wire glass, it will hardly lay its head from anything else."

"Simple skin care — pleasing results."

"Simple skin care — pleasing results."

"Nisley — Beautiful Shoes."

"Kabo — Filer Ray."

"Dietary Difficulties."

"Lacking in discrimination, Duches. 7 year old canned size, ate too much meat and topped it off with the bag in which it was wrapped. Veterinarians at Charlotte, N. C., put Duches under a general anesthetic and performed an emergency operation."
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